
The mission of the Church is to make disciples of Jesus Christ for the transformation of the world. 
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We will play 3 games of laser tag. RSVP to Ali by  

January 7 please (330.465.8870).  
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Office Hours:      Monday—Friday   8:30 a.m.—4:30 p.m. 
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Please keep the church informed of illness and hospitalization of any person who may need a caring visit or phone call.                                                        

Recently ill/hospitalized:                                      Recent deaths: Keith Shearer 

 

The New Year often calls for new adventures. Or at the very least, we make new plans (aka resolutions) to do 

things a little differently than before, such as take a trip or lose weight. I’m sure that it’s become clear to you, 

as it has for me, that we’re living in a world that many of us wouldn’t have recognized a few years ago. With 

so many  changes happening so quickly (think about technology), we feel that we can hardly keep up. This is 

certainly true for us in our personal lives, but it’s also true for us as a community of faith like ours at Wooster UMC. 

Several years ago, I read a book called “Canoeing the Mountains” by Tod Bolsinger of Fuller Seminary. In doing so, I gleaned 

several indispensable leadership lessons that connect back to a well-known story we share here in America – the adventure 

of the Corps of Discovery, led by Merriweather Lewis and William Clark. We usually refer to them simply as “Lewis and 

Clark.” Almost 220 years ago, their team of expert river navigators was commissioned by President Thomas Jefferson to 

journey west along the mighty Missouri River. Their mission was to discover a navigable water route that would take them 

all the way to the Pacific Ocean, thereby opening up new trade opportunities that would benefit this fledgling nation in   

innumerable ways. 

One of the problems that this crew would face along the way is that they didn’t have maps for where they were going. No 

Western settlers had made it that far west yet. And so, they found themselves heading “off the map” into “uncharted               

territory.” But it wasn’t uncharted territory for everyone. The Native Americans knew that land well and could offer valuable 

resources. As we all know, one of the major obstacles they would face would be figuring out how to cross the mighty Rocky 

Mountains. How in the world do a bunch of expert river navigators suddenly figure out how to cross the mountains? Their 

canoes certainly wouldn’t be much help. 

Maybe this is how we’re feeling in the church today. In years past we had a pretty good idea of what “worked” in so far as 

engaging people with the Good News of Jesus in relevant ways. But times feel different. People don’t engage with us the 

way we were used to it happening. Now, when we provide the same kind of ministry activities, fewer and fewer people 

seem to show up. Our “canoes” – in other words, those things that were useful back in the “river days” – don’t seem to be 

so useful now that we’re climbing up and down mountains. What can we do? As we turn the corner into the New Year, I 

want to spend some time thinking about this dynamic with you. What are the lessons that we can learn from an adventure 

like the one Lewis and Clark led? And would we be willing to make a trip “off the map” together? I hope we will! 

Grace and Peace, Pastor David Rittgers (drittgers@woosterumc.org) 

Thank you so much for the orchids. They are beautiful. What a nice surprise!     Thanks again, Cathy Nicholson  

Thank you for all the words of comfort, hugs, and sympathy cards. I am overwhelmed with the love and support 
I’ve received from everyone here at Wooster UMC. It means so very much at a time like this.     Becky Pickett 
 

It’s wonderful people like you who have helped make our bake sale on December 10 a success! Thank you for 
helping us fulfill our mission to make a difference in our community by providing resources for student hygiene 
products. We could not have done it without you!     Blessings, United Women in Faith  
 

Thank you for the Person of the Week flowers. We also really enjoyed the carolers!     Saundra & Dennis Higgins 
 

Dear Deb Clow & Carolers: Just a note to say I so enjoyed the carolers that came to sing. What a wonderful Christ-
mas experience! Loved every minute of it!!     Doris Snoddy 

Kind  words  
Gracious words are like a honeycomb, sweetness to the soul, and health to the body.  Proverbs 16:24 

Pastor’s Ponderings: Moving Off the Map Into Uncharted Territory Photo             
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Left: Many thanks to Ellen MacMaster for her 
donation of handmade baby items; some will 
stay at WUMC to be included in new baby 
bags and some will go to The Pregnancy Care 
Center of Wayne County to be included in 
their boutique for expectant parents!  

 

Right: WUMC carolers at the home of Doris 
Snoddy. 

Above: WUMC welcomed 400 

people to the Burning River 

Brass concert—and $2300 was 

raised for the Salvation Army! 

Below: Parents Night Out: 

WUMC cared for the kids while 

parents had some time away!  

Above: The Cleveland Carolers entertain the 

crowd at the Historic Church Tour.  

Below: A Sacred Space was set up in the 

Chapel for the Advent season. 

Above & Right:                             

WUMC kids performing the 

2023 Christmas Pageant! 


